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By Frank Dallahan

Frank Dallahan

co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler 

Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

 SALES FORECAST
Beginning with the sales forecast. Break it down by lines and by key 
items. Remember 80% of your business will come from 20% of 
your inventory! Diamonds, diamond jewelry, color stone jewelry, 
gold jewelry, platinum jewelry, silver jewelry, pearl jewelry, costume 
jewelry, and gifts. Every product category should be included. Key 
price points need to be covered and constantly monitored. Staying 
in stock of the top 250 items will surely add to your sales. This 
means constant reordering of those key items!

Next, put on your forecasting hat and develop a month by month 
sales forecast. This should be done by product category. Be sure 
to look at your numbers from prior years for the same time periods. 
Pay special attention to diamond goods. The forecast should be 
realistic not optimistic, nor should it be pessimistic. It should be the 
best estimate you can develop.

 EXPENSE CONTROL
Next, is your forecast of expenses. Here, you’ll have to relate your 
sales estimate to your staffing requirements that produce those 
sales. Given your expectations for sales, this may be a perfect time 
to reduce staff and/or to reduce hours if you believe sales will be 
soft this quarter. Conversely, if you are forecasting greater sales, 
bringing on additional staff will be necessary. Training the new staff 
members will have cost consequences in sales training and in time.

 MARKETING, MARKETING, MARKETING
Finally, you need to project your marketing plans for Q-4. Specifically, 
what are your advertising and sales promotion plans. Which media 
will you use? How much will you invest in social media, radio, cable 
tv, and direct mail? What will you do with public relations?

All of these are rightly called critical to your store’s success Each 
deals with a unique, but significant element of your Success Plan. 
With all the back and forth with the Corona Virus, school openings/
closings, the impending presidential election there is much to take 
your eye off the ball. First and foremost, you must focus on your 
business. What can you do to bring customers and sales. That’s 
Marketing’s Job!

Change, Challenge and Opportunity are wonderful words to focus 
attention on the key elements of the holiday business potential. 
It is. however, the combination of all three elements, working in 
concert with one another that will indeed produce the desired 
result… A successful Christmas selling Season.

Good Selling!

The three words used to begin this column are a take-away 
from a sales conference theme I used a number of years ago 
when I was VP of Marketing for ArtCarved. The selection of 
a theme for a sales conference is important because it hopes 
to focus the attention of the sales team on the reality of the 
world in which the company operates.

Change is a never-ending condition of life and the economy. 
And, it is especially so for the jewelry business, because 
for the most part it is an occasion driven event, and its 
different elements no matter the level, retail, wholesale and 
manufacturing.

Certainly, this year we have witnessed the most dramatic 
changes in our lifetimes. Very likely, the only other comparable, 
massive changes occurred years before. Significant examples 
of the past are The Spanish Flu after World War I, The Great 
Depression of 1929, World War II and the attack on 9/11. 
The massive changes these events brought on to the world 
stage were unlike anything the world experienced previously 
in terms of size, significance and danger.

The impact on people and on businesses has been horren-
dous. The stress produced by the times alone are awful. To-
day, we have a very difficult time even imagining what life 
was like during those times. We have over the past hundred 
years adapted and provided the means to save us from the 
worst of horrors experienced then. 

Imagine, if you can, operating a jewelry store or a jewelry 
manufacturing business a hundred years ago. Today, we have 
so many tools at our disposal to help manage in hard times. 
An enormous stock of knowledge available in radio, TV, the 
Internet, computers, trade journals an educated and creative 
work force. Nevertheless, trying to relate to an economy a 
hundred years ago when we are knee deep in this present 
mess is little help and consolation. 

The fact is we have to go back to the basics of doing business 
in this hard environment. We have to question all of the 
assumptions that are part of our current business plan. This 
is the challenge!

CHANGE, CHALLENGE, AND OPPORTUNITY
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I am often asked to provide thoughts and considerations for 
retail jewelers who are thinking of making a business transition, 
retiring, or simply going out of business. There are no hard 
and fast rules for this – and while there are similarities in many 
jewelry businesses – every family and every family business is 
a little different.

 Family Businesses
As a rule of thumb, family businesses are challenging because 
it is hard to separate family members and their personal 
relationships from the business itself. It requires an abundance 
of “give and take” and thoughtful, constructive compromise. 
Successful family businesses are successful mainly because of 
the history and relationships that family members have built 
over many years with their community and their customer 
base. Because of this, the value of a business is strongest 
when a family member remains present in the business with 
ownership, such as in a constructive buy-out to another family 
member, or in a business transition from parents to children. 
A typical jewelry store does not attract a lot of outsiders to be 
interested in it, and because of how specialized and subjective 
the inventory values can be, a typical retail business does not 
trade hands easily. In fact, today, it is quite rare.

 How Businesses Are Valued
The value of your business can best be assessed through a 
certified professional in the field, usually a CPA who focuses 
almost exclusively on business valuations. In the case of a 
jewelry retailer, it is highly preferable to use someone who 
understands the uniqueness of a jewelry business and the 
extraordinary impact that inventory holdings have on the 
value of the business. Many jewelers have a great deal of their 
personal wealth tied up in merchandise, much of which may 
be aged, unwanted, under-performing, and worth modest 
amounts if liquidated. A valuer will often discount jewelry 
pieces significantly for every year they have been on the books. 
As a jeweler, you know that your products depreciate in value 
over time if they haven’t sold, and you are often very lucky to 
get a high percentage of your cost out of the merchandise. 
The counter to this is that gold has historically risen in price 
over the years, and if merchandise is quite old, added value 
can accrue, but mainly as scrap value, not as saleable new 
product. Diamond prices have dropped a little in recent years, 
so there is no guarantee that even diamonds will hold their 
value or increase in value over time.

 The Challenge to Sell a Jewelry Business Today

It is extremely hard to sell a jewelry business today because 
most owners think their business is worth much more than it 
actually is and because most banks and lending institutions 
won’t loan money for the purchase of a jewelry business. 

Additionally, many people don’t have sufficient funds for a 
reasonable down payment and most owners do not want the 
risk of being paid over a multiple of years when the business 
could ostensibly fail through new ownership (perhaps even 
ownership to another family member). In addition, jewelry 
businesses are highly personal, making them very different 
than selling a more generic business that anyone could run. 
Relationships with vendors and customers are highly important 
to any retail jeweler.

 Why GOBs? 
Most jewelers who want to retire will have to have a “Going 
Out of Business” (GOB) or Retirement sale – especially if there 
is no “next generation” to pass the store on to – which is 
increasingly common today. Many young people have little or 
no interest in their parent’s jewelry store and may have long 
before chosen their own career path. The best (and almost only) 
way to retire or go out of business today with money in your 
pocket is to have a major sale event with proven professionals 
who have tremendous experience running such sales. These 
strategic sale events, especially over the Christmas season, can 
generate substantial cash flow and simultaneously liquidate 
large amounts of inventory. A lot depends on the history of the 
store, its standing in the community, its specific location, the 
frequency of past sales, and any number of variables that can 
help or hurt the end results. If you are considering a business 
transition of any type, I recommend getting some professional 
advice. The cost of such counsel is minor compared to the 
value it can be for your transition to a comfortable retirement.

By Bill Boyajian
ARE YOU READY FOR A BUSINESS TRANSITION?

Bill Boyajian

Bill is the former long-time president of the 
Gemological Institute of America, and is 
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian 
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for 
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and 
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership, 
business, and organizational development, 
family transition, and succession planning. Bill is 
the author of Developing the Mind of a Leader 

– Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach 
and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.
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01 Meet and greet every customer who enters 
your store.

Say hello to every customer who enters your doors and make 
direct eye contact. Even if you’re busy with another guest, you 
should still go out of your way to offer a quick and friendly 
greeting. This immediate acknowledgment could be enough 
to tell any potential thief that your staff is alert and attentive, 
making your store a “hard target” against jewelry crime. It’s 
also important to limit the number of customers in your store 
at one time for everyone’s health and safety. 

02 Prevent grab-and-run thefts by showing 
one item at a time.

Ask to see a customer’s ID before allowing the individual to try 
on merchandise, no matter what its value. Once you’ve verified 
the ID is legitimate, retain it until the customer has returned the 
piece. Remember to show an item only after you’ve examined 
the ID, though. Multitasking can be risky, because some grab-
and-run attempts have featured suspects taking merchandise 
directly from the hands of sales associates before the ID was 
deemed legitimate.

03 Document suspicious incidents in a log.

Create a running document or spreadsheet that captures 
suspicious incidents to keep track of patterns you and your 
employees may notice. 

04 Take precautions as jewelry is set up in 
displays.

High-value merchandise should be spread across the showroom 
and the arrangement of items should be altered. This thwarts 
the threat of a burglar remembering exact locations of the 
items he or she wants.

05 Make sure your showcases are strong enough 
to withstand a smash-and-grab robbery.

Some smash-and-grab attempts have been foiled because, as 
the robbers attempted to smash the jewelry showcases, they 
were stopped dead in their tracks. The glass wouldn’t break 
as quickly as they thought, and they fled before authorities 
arrived — with little or no merchandise. 

Laminated glass is designed to break into extremely small 
pieces that hold together when shattered. It comes in different 
thicknesses and a variety of interlayer materials may be used. 
The thicker the glass and more interlayer material used - the 
more force is needed to break it. 

06 Review security/alarm system to make  
sure its functioning correctly.

Whether in the store or away from the store, it’s important to 
keep an eye on surveillance footage and respond to all alarm 
notifications. There have been instances where burglars will 
cut the power after the store has closed and then wait to see 
if anyone responds to the alarm notification. Many times, 
nobody responds and that is exactly what the burglar wants. 

07 If you have an exterior camera, ask customers 

to momentarily lower their mask in view of 
the camera before entering your store.

Mask mandates have been in place for several months. If it’s 
possible -- before customers enter your store – have security 
cameras set to get a view of their face, just in case anything 
may happen after they enter. Once inside your store, don’t ask 
customers to remove their mask as it’s a safety measure for 
customers and staff.

By Larry Spicer 

TEN TIPS FOR JEWELRY STORE 
SAFETY AND SECURITY
Between the global pandemic, wildfires, hurricanes, 
and other natural disasters, 2020 is proving to be a 
challenging year. Our standard loss prevention measures 
still apply as criminals don’t take a break. We’ve also 
added some new health and safety measures to the mix. 

Here are ten tips to help your overall jewelry store safety and security. 



08 If an outdoor camera isn’t available, ask for  
a driver’s license before showing products. 

Be open and honest with your customers and let them know 
that due to heightened security risks you are obligated to 
check everyone’s ID as an additional security measure. If a 
crime is committed, you now have their information. 

09 Ensure more than one employee is in 
the store when opening and closing.

Open your business with two or more people on the premises. 
This is especially important during the transition period after 
a lengthy closure.  One employee should open while another 
observes the opening. When opening, the employee unlocking 
the store should immediately lock the door after entering. 
Then, this individual should conduct a full walk-through of the 
premises, looking for anything suspicious.

The other employee should watch from a safe distance, 
ready to call police if the need arises. Only after receiving an 
“all-clear” notification from the first employee, the second 
employee may enter — again locking the door behind him/
her — and assist with opening safes and/or vaults, setting up 
display cases, and preparing for the day’s business.

Visit JM University® on the Jewelers Mutual® Group website 
(www.jewelersmutual.com) for courses related to this topic.

10 Make sure your staff is healthy before  
coming to work.

Because we are amid a global pandemic, it’s still important 
to keep on top of health requirements from the CDC. We 
recommend communicating with your employees – making 
sure they know to stay home if they are ill. Temperature tests 
are also an option for employees before they begin their shift. 

For more loss prevention resources as well as health and 
security measures due to COVID-19, visit www.jewelersmutual.
com/coronavirus-businesses. 

Larry Spicer  

Vice President, Loss Prevention and Risk 
Management Services, Jewelers Mutual® Group

Larry Spicer joined the leadership team of 
Jewelers Mutual Group as the vice president of 
Loss Prevention and Risk Management Services 
in 2019. Larry has over 20 years’ experience as 
a security professional, having held leadership 
positions at Aurora Healthcare, Home Depot, 
and Kohl’s. Most recently he was the Director, 

Public Safety at Aurora Healthcare in Milwaukee, WI, responsible for the 
development and implementation of security strategies and procedures to 
safeguard over 70,000 team members. 

Larry maintains Jewelers Mutual’s high level of loss prevention excellence 
and puts commercial lines policyholders first. 
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Celebrities sell. Whether it’s the Oscars, the Golden Globes, or random sightings of Kate, the Duchess 
of Cambridge, we love to see pictures of our favorite celebs on TV, Instagram or Pinterest, modeling 
fresh new bling. And then we want to wear it, or something similar, ourselves. When Angelina Jolie wore 
Lorraine Schwartz $2.5 million emerald drop earrings at the 2009 Oscars, it set a trend that’s still spawning 
replicas today. Tap into this celebrity culture to inspire your customers and fuel their aspirations. 

TIPS TO LEVERAGE THE BLING FACTOR:

Consider hosting 
an “Oscar Party” by 
invitation only, with 
champagne and hors 
d’oeuvres, to watch 
the live event as it 
unfolds. Encourage 
everyone to wear their 
best Oscar bling!

Position your store as 
the “in” store in your 
area, the cool store  
in the know. 

TIP: Feature ads with 
newest celebrity styles 
and your store’s similar 
offerings. 

Consider designating 
a case in your store 
to celebrity inspired 
styles. Make sure all 
your sales staff is  
up to speed.

During the “Awards Season” 
(including the Oscars and Golden 
Globes), designate a savvy staff 
member to follow the shows and 
report back on the hottest new 
styles and trends. Post pictures 
of the “Best Dressed” on your 
store’s Instagram and Facebook 
pages (you do have them, don’t 
you?) along with similar styles 
you have to offer. 

04030201

CELEBRITY 
BLING 

By Mia Katrin
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Mia Katrin 

MIA Katrin is an award-winning jewelry designer and 
creative force behind Jewel Couture LLC. A leading 
industry voice on style and design and frequently is 
an invited speaker at trade events. Before becoming 
a jewelry designer MIA was a Philosophy Professor, 
specializing in Aesthetics. Mia can be reached at  
info@jeweljewel.com.

Customers weary of “Covid fatigue” may be looking for a pick-
me-up and there are strong indications of pent up demand. 
Provide aspirational images and pieces to lift their spirits. And 
there’s a new twist emerging. As we’re hitting the reset button, 
emerging from the transformative Covid episode, we have an 
opportunity to change protocols. 

I recently connected with Anthony Camargo, a designer friend. 
Anthony had posted a picture on social media of Rita Wilson when 
Rita and Tom Hanks were in the news because they had caught 
the Coronavirus and were quarantined in Australia. He shared 
his story. “I noticed in the news photo that Rita was wearing my 
earrings (Anthony Nak designs, his previous company). Rita had 
been nominated for an Oscar. I received a call from my publicist 
saying Rita would like to wear my Diamond and Gold chandelier 
earrings. I was flattered and said I would fly to LA to hand deliver 
as they were $30k. I met with Rita at their home. She pulled out 
her checkbook and said, ‘How much do I owe you?’ I said, ‘Oh, 
no, you can borrow them for the Oscars.’ She said, ‘Don’t ever 
let any celebrity or anyone borrow your jewelry. I want to wear 
them therefore I want to buy them. She taught me a great lesson 
in valuing my work. Class acts both of them.”

Today’s celebrity and designer culture, where celebrities borrow 
designer jewelry, or even worse, are paid to wear it.  It could be 
argued, cheapens the designers, the celebrities, and the Awards 

ceremonies. Celebrities become just models advertising jewelry 
and the awards event becomes an advertisement. Years ago 
celebrities like Liz Taylor were thrilled to be seen in the latest 
designer fashions and jewels. It was of course their own, they had 
bought or received as gifts. It elevated them and the designer.

There are “class acts” among both celebrities and designers who 
realize that restoring dignity and class by not allowing Awards 
events to be advertisements paid or otherwise benefits both 
the celebrities and designers. It elevates the status of the both, 
making them inherently more valuable. Important jewels owned 
by celebrities—including royalty and “Hollywood Royalty—and 
worn by them in their social lives confers an aura of glamour 
and prestige far beyond modeling designer jewelry at an event. 
Kate, Duchess of Cambridge, does not model designer jewelry 
as an advertisement. The effect is much more powerful.

So now’s a unique opportunity as we set the reset button, to 
consider, can we do better? Is it time for a change?



By Author

No matter what stage of reopening you are when 
reading this – we know that the last 6-7 months have 
been like no other. From lockdown to reopening, to 
spikes these recent times have been like no other in 
global history. 

No matter what stage of recovery, we have learned that:
• The consumer is open to trying new ways to shop
• The consumer prefers to shop locally 
• The consumer wants convenience 

We know the advent of COVID-19 shifted a significant part to shopping online, but was surprising is the Adobe 
Analytics May 2020 Index’s key finding was that e-commerce shopping levels during COVID-19 (April to May) were 
higher than what retailers saw during the 2019 holiday season (November to December).  

Indeed, consumers spent over $153 billion online in April & May, which is 7% 
higher than the $142.5 billion spent online during November and December 2019.  
Additionally, the recorded online spend is $52 billion more than what retailers  
typically see during April and May.

Many people, especially Millennial shoppers shopped more online than ever  
before and were pleased with their shopping experience. This same customer  
group is apprehensive to return to a physical store to shop, so why  
not target this customer group with a targeted marketing plan and by posting  
your top ten best sellers for this audience? Again, create an engaging,  
welcoming retail experience.

This means that the consumer is expecting a new “Retail Experience” By Gloria Maccaroni 

THE CONSUMER IS OPEN TO TRYING NEW WAYS TO SHOP

$142.5 
billion

$153 
billion

Nov & Dec ‘19 Apr & May ‘20

$52 billion
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Convenience isn’t simply a one-size-fits-all solution. It all varies based on how people are shopping, where they are 
along the path-to-purchase and what they’re buying. NRF’s Winter 2020 Consumer View, surveyed consumers to 
understand the role convenience plays in their shopping decisions. Over 90% are likely to choose a retailer based 
on convenience, and these shoppers are looking to retailers to help them save even more time and effort in their 
busy lifestyles. Although shopping has become significantly more convenient with retailers’ innovations over the past 
decade, consumers are still looking for additional ways to save time and effort. When shopping on retailers’ websites, 
consumers are specifically interested in offerings around the research phase, while for in-store shopping it’s more 
about streamlining the transaction. Okay, but how does this work when it comes to the purchase of luxury jewelry? 
Begin by clearly promoting what services you offer on your website, by offering curbside pick-up (if it can be done 
safely) and private jewelry consultations. 

However, there are still the challenges of how to attract, engage and keep customers coming back. When consumers 
can buy any product at any time, from a multitude of competing retailers—it’s the in-store buying experience that 
separates the leaders from the followers. It’s the consumer experience that matters, not the sale or the selection, but 
the total “retail experience” and in this article you will find some suggestions on how to do exactly that .

With the many billion-dollar brands that shape our retail consciousness, it’s easy to forget that retail is an industry 
dominated by small business: 98% of retail are small businesses. What is most encouraging is today the customer is 
looking to stay close to home and various studies  have shown that they feel much more comfortable shopping in a 
small safe local environment vs traveling to a large mall to shop. 

Be sure you state your store’s policies and procedures you have in place to safeguard the health of your clients. This 
information should be posted front and center on your door, windows, website and clearly stated on your store’s  
outgoing phone message and by your staff.

Spruce up your counter tops : Bella Cavo offers POS 
signage and duratrans with the purchase of one of 

their starter packages.  800.647.7017 kellywaters.com

Bella Cavo  
Sterling Stacking Rings  
$54.95 ea.      

E.L. Designs Sterling Elliptical 
Earring  with 14K Earwires $253

Enhance Your in Case with E.L. Designs. 
Branded displays are automatically 
included with opening orders & 
additional displays are always available.   
800.828.1122 eldesigns.com

THE CONSUMER PREFERS TO SHOP LOCALLY

THE CONSUMER WANTS CONVENIENCE 
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1  Define & Promote Your Store’s Personality:

A few questions you should ask yourself :
• Does my store have a distinct personality?
• Do I and my staff promote a positive, friendly, and professional environment?
• Is my staff well trained and knowledgeable about the collections that we offer?
• How can I differentiate my store from on-line retailers and my brick and mortar competition?  

If your store were a person -   would it be: trendy, conservative, classic?
Does my store look the part , does it reflect my personality? Do my sales 
associates dress and sound like they relate to my store’s personality ? Once 
you know this you can use yours store’s personality to create and guide all of 
your retail experiences.

Belle Etoile  
Sterling Celestia Bangle  $495 

Brighten Things up with Gift with 
Purchase Designer Phone Pops 
from Belle Etoile. They craft 
customized marketing packages 
for each retailer to provide 
a strong branded presence 
and drive sales. 415.626.9223 
belleetoilejewelry.com
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Creating a unique customer experience for your store can be your key to success. However, today’s shopping experience 
goes well beyond your physical space, it includes the combination of physical location, online and virtual. Provokes recent 
Insight Study looked at in-store shopping, which 66% of survey-takers said they plan to do when stores reopen. The question, 
though, is how often they might do that? According to the survey, 45% of Americans will shop in stores and the same group 
plans to shop at luxury retailers less than before the pandemic. 12% said they will shop more. Members of Generation Z, the 
generation that follows the Millennials, and Millennials are more likely to shop in-store once luxury retailers reopen.

Rembrandts Sterling Silver 
Holiday Bracelet $430 

Rembrandt Charms provides an array of sales support 
materials – utilize these to attract and keep clients coming 

back to add to their  own charm collection.

TIPS ON CREATING A VIRTUAL RETAIL EXPERIENCE



3   Make the Most of Your Store’s Physical Presence 

2   Consider Changing Your Store’s Dress Code  

One of the most important differences between online and a brick and mortar retailer are the store’s physical presence. Clearly, 
the retailer with a physical store has the advantage in being able to showcase the jewelry in person. Although jewelry can 
look great online or on Instagram, there really is no comparison when it comes to being able to see jewelry sparkle and shine 
in-person. But while the jewelry looks great, it’s important to make sure your store looks just as amazing. If you have a less 
than stellar store environment, with worn-out rugs, dusty cluttered shelves, and 
walls that haven’t been painted in years, it’s going to make the wrong impression 
on your customers. 

Take advantage of the many beautiful displays that the brands have to offer- from 
Rembrandt Charms engaging charm tower to Bella Cavo’s bangle bar, use the 
many display options available to communicate your stores unique selection of 
merchandise. 

Although they might look great, fancy suits and ties are not in vogue and might not be an appropriate anymore in retail, 
especially after the past months of dressing down. Also, if you are targeting Millennial customers, this type of attire might 
conjure up images of pushy salespeople or business, which is not what you want your customers to think about. You want their 
shopping experience to be as pleasant as possible so you might want to consider business casual dressing as the appropriate 
look for your staff. Regardless of the dress code, train your salespeople, on-staff jewelers, and even your security guard, to 
offer a warm and friendly demeanor at all times when interacting with clients. 

Samuel B Sterling Samuel B Hinged 
Bangle with Topaz $439

Samuel B will customize displays to 
compliment your store’s look. 

516.4661826 samuelb.com

Frederic Duclos  
Sterling Circles $288

A great way to add a 
fresh new look  is with 

Frederic Duclos Duratrans. 
Duclos offers a range 
of displays & instore 

support. 714.898.3636 
fredericduclos.com 
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5   Update Your Online listings 

As many as 93% of all online experiences begin with a search engine, according to Search Engine Journal. And now that 
most consumers prefer to shop local; people might be searching for a neighborhood jeweler. While existing customers may 
search for your store by name and head directly to your website , many will simply search for what they need, like:

“Best jeweler in [your town].”

And they will see several listings, some  
of which will be search-and-review sites, like:
• Google
• Yelp
• Angie’s List
• Yellow Pages
• Prime Buyers Report
• And other local ones specific  
to your city!

Make sure you’re listed on those  
sites — and that your business  
profile is correct, up-dated  
and shows pictures of  
current collections.   

Michou  
Silver Earring with  
Hematite & Pearl  

$174 
Michou offers customized “Virtual Trunk Shows 

530.525.3320 michoujewelry.com
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4   Duplicate Your Store’s Personality Online:

It is important that your web site reflects your store’s brand image. You need to consider your 
web site as the gateway to sales as it has been proven time and time again that today more 
than ever, potential customers graze on your website before making a purchase. Can one 
easily find your location, store hours, steps that you have in place for safe shopping, services 
offered, and phone number? Another study done by DEI showed that existing customers 
came back and shopped again and again on-line whereas most first-time customers shopped 
only once. Be aware of who is shopping online and be sure to follow-up with them to ask 
how they are enjoying their purchase and offer new selections. 

Adel Chefridi  
Sterling Multi Color 

Sapphire Pendant $635   

To help you with digital outreach, Adel Chefridi  
provides customized images for social media. 
845 684.-5185 chefridi.com



6   Now Add a Virtual Dimension:

After a virtual call with a client, she or he might still want to see a piece in person.  But consider, 
again, those customers who might not feel comfortable visiting the store or simply can’t make it 
to the physical location. You should still find a way to get the jewelry to them. You know that your 
closing ratio goes up if you can get the piece into the client’s hand. Consider offering “goods on 
memo” for the client to review. Send it to the client directly and offer them a range of pieces that 
you personally selected just for them. At that point it will be really hard for them to return all of 
the pieces without a purchase ! 

As the saying goes “bad times brings innovation.” Look at which trends enacted during the quarantine that have become the 
new standard operating procedure. From FaceTime chats with family and friends to business meetings via Zoom, and virtual 
house tours. Now is the time to offer these digital strategies front and center on your websites home page. According to a 
study by Provoke Insights, a quarter of luxury shoppers are interested in virtual shopping events—with nearly half of Gen Z 
and more than a third of  Millennials indicating they’d be interested—and 27% also said they’re interested in scheduling an 
appointment to be able to shop privately and avoid other customers. Thinking through a virtual appointment strategy that’s 
as similar as possible to the in-store experience is important, from learning to how your clients feel during the conversation 
to how you deal with objections.

By adding this new dimension, you can create and add to your store’s unique personality. 
What could be more exciting than taking a soon to be engaged couple on a virtual tour 
of your jewelers’ bench to show how diamonds are placed into settings or showing the 
newest collections that you just received 
worn by none other than your staff ? 

Martha Seely Sterling  
with Sapphires, Tanzanites 

& Diamonds $715.

Martha Seely provides great  
model shots and a variety of  
POS materials to enhance  
the buying experience. 
617.899.2162  marthaseely.com

Keith Jack helps to create the virtual 
story by providing  a story card with 
each piece of jewelry which explains 

its unique symbolism/story, as well as 
a write up about the designer. They 

also provide a wide range of marketing 
support tools from in case displays to 

catalogs , videos and training tools.

Keith Jack  
Sterling & 10k Blue  

Topaz Guardian Angel 
Pendant. $135
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7   Suggest a Physical Follow-Up to the Virtual 



9   Take Advantage of the Customers You’ve Already Got 

Your regular clients  should be a key focus of your outreach. Whether they have engaged online or have visited your store in 
person, these are the clients that you need now more than ever. Create a list of who these clients are and what sales associate 
has worked with them in the past and reach out to them to say hello, ask how they are doing and explain that your team is 
there and mention the services available. Your message need not be pushy or tied to a sales offer just a genuine outreach to 
say that you are there and ready to serve when the need arises.

Joryel Vera Sterling Hinged 
Hoop Earring  $235   
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Finish the sale with style – 
what a beautiful way to finish 
a sale than with Joryel Vera’s 
luxurious purple silk  jewelry  
pouches.   561.508.2945 
joryelverawholesale.com 

8   Train, Train & Train Again:

Today it is not enough for your staff to know the ABC’s of diamonds and the birthstone of the 
month. In this evolving retail environment, your sales staff also need to be trained in the art of 
“livestream show hosts” think HSN and QVC. Work with your team on how best to describe the 
details of the pieces. Use the training guides, Zoom training and tools provided by vendors like 
Kir to optimize the features and craftsmanship. Use Facetime, Zoom or a livestreaming platform 
to connect with your customers. Target those clients who might not feel comfortable coming into 
the store at all this year; you might not see them during the holidays or for any other regular visits.

Kir Sterling Pendant with 
Hand Carved Mother of 
Pearl & Blue Topaz $495
(*chain sold separately)

In addition to a wide range of displays 
and support tools, Kir provides in store 
or if prefered, training via Zoom for 
sales staff by their sales representatives. 
303.530.1268 kircollection.com



11   Examine Your Stores Policies and Adjust as Appropriate 

Because people have been unable to visit your store, consider relaxing or altering return policies ,create a program  to offer 
jewelry on memo to trusted clients; a payment plan; or offering special pricing on select items.

Petrichor Silver Dragon  
Coin Pendant. $225 

Petrichor has put together “starter packages” featuring the 
brands best-selling pieces. With a minimum purchase of $5000 

this debut package comes with this free of charge display .
 604.971.4367  keithjack.com
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10   Reexamine Your Merchandise Mix  

Okay, we know that sales might not be as robust as in the past but now more than ever you need to examine your merchandise 
mix. In the study conducted by the research firm MVI Research  showed that of the jewelry consumers surveyed, 64% indicated 
that they still plan to purchase the jewelry gifts and self-rewards that they needed or wanted during quarantine and 50% of 
those intending to buy “just because” indicated that the jewelry purchased would be silver. A 
significant percentage of these consumers indicated that they plan to purchase between 1 – 4 
pieces of jewelry. And in recent years  both Millennial and Gen X women have shown increased 
interest in purchasing fine jewelry for themselves, so it’s a great idea to dedicate some of your 
inventory and marketing efforts to this consumer group. Keep in mind that you’re much more 
likely to have repeat purchases from these customers compared to couples only shopping for an 
engagement ring and wedding bands.  

Lika Behar offers an assortment of wood 
risers with reversible navy blue / ivory 
magnetic mats and  various incase display 
items with a $20,000 minimum purchase. 
201.922.7200 #1 likabehar.com

Lika Behar Sterling  
“Kellysha” Earrings 

with White & Cognac 
Diamonds $970



13   Give more than expected. 

Think of ways to elevate yourself above the competition. People love to get more than they 
thought they were getting, but don’t think that a gesture has to be large to be effective. Some ideas:
• Include a coupon for a future discount.
• Offer a free jewelry cleaning service.
• Show ways that you are supporting the community 

Enhance your display with PiYaRo’s elegant 
incase display pieces in addition to their 
HD videos and flyers.  
1-888-427-8886 / www.piyaro.com
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PiYaRo Silver 
with 24k and 

.25CT Diamond 
Necklace $2099 

Gloria Maccaroni 

Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry 
in major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are 
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com

12   Communicate Often and Consider Your Messaging

Getting into an inbox is one thing; getting the opening click is another. This is especially true now that email is a primary 
way to reach people. Create messages that matter to avoid stating the usual. Offer a unique voice and a message that 
is genuine. A store’s communication extends beyond email marketing to include its website, physical store and social 
media. Honing messaging and tone should apply to all of these. Keeping messaging clear across all those channels is 
even more important now that such pertinent information as opening hours, services and protocols related to cleaning 
and social distancing must be shared with consumers. Create something that is your story. 
Explain the history of your store or something that you learned recently that is worth sharing.

Piazza Di Spagna Sterling 
Triple Strand Necklace $180

Phillip Gavriel and their newest fine jewelry 
collection, Piazza Di Spagna provide a range of 
marketing collateral including social media images, 
web banners and more. They will customize 
marketing support based on your needs.  

Today more than ever, you need to capture the attention of your future customers and keep your current 
customers. Without consistent excellent customer care, customer loyalty is improbable, especially in this 
economy. Now more than ever in business, you need to find ways to differentiate yourself. 
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THESTYLEPAGE

Brevani
This starburst pendant features 
a 0.12pt pierced diamond 
hanging in the center that is 
constantly in motion.  Made 
of 14kt yellow gold featuring 
0.19pts of diamonds.  
MSRP: $500. 

800-997-8780

Belle Étoile
Ariadne earrings hand-strung brown Italian rubber 
with white stones set into 18Kkt rose gold-plated, 
nickel allergy-free, 925 sterling silver. MSRP: $225.

877-838-7628

Jyes International
Gold leaf motif bangle in 18kt 
white and 18ky yellow gold.
Round diamonds 0.91ctw. 
MSRP: $3,600.

415-621-8880

Bellarri
From the Eternal Love Collectio, an exquisite 
360° stackable ring, channel set with multi-color 
gemstones in 14kt yellow gold. MSRP range 
from $2,470 to $2,810.

800-255-0192

Allison Kaufman
Ladies London Blue Topaz and 
Diamond Ring in 14k White Gold. 
(3.04 TW LONDON BLUE TOPAZ 
3.20 TGW)
MSRP $2,040.

800-800-8908 
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THESTYLEPAGE

Victor Corporation
Elegant 14kt white gold fashion ring. Baguette 
and round diamonds accent a genuine oval 
emerald center. MSRP: $2,199. Drive holiday 
sales with engaging product videos and 
targeted social media posts.

800-543-1131

Royal Chain
14kt yellow gold engravable bar 
paperclip bracelet. 
MSRP: $950

800-622-0960

Pamela Zamore
Baby Ray pendant- New collection, 
18kt yellow gold and diamond with 
signature sandblast finished.  
MSRP $2,950.

781-956-4390

M.Spalten
3 Stone Gemdrop earring- pink 
tourmaline (2) and garnet in 
14kt yellow gold. Available as 
shown or design your own. 
MSRP: $1,950.

210-865-0923

Leddel International
14kt white gold diamond and 
multi-color sapphire ring
(.21, 2.13MSA). MSRP: $3,125.

800-227-6828
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By Rick Arnemann 

WHAT ENTERPRISE 
SOFTWARE IS AND 
WHAT IT CAN DO FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS 

We are in uncertain times. Everyone has experienced some form of financial shortfall over the last several months, 
and for some retailers it has been devastating. More than ever, it is vital to get your house in order. I know 
jewelers who have been running their business by the seat of their pants. On the whole it has worked for them, 
but not anymore. 

Maybe you’re a great buyer and only 5% of your inventory is dated. You may have a sharp memory and never 
forget any customer’s birthdays or anniversaries. Or maybe you can recall every transaction, what you paid for the 
product, and the margin it produced. But unless you are Rain Man (the Dustin Hoffman character in the film Rain 
Man), it’s highly unlikely that you can accomplish all–or any–of this, without help.

The days of running your business on the fly are over. It’s not getting easier, so you have to work smarter to 
achieve your goals. That’s why the resourceful jewelry retailer employs a tool that can help keep their business on 
track and profitable–an enterprise software system. It is the one tool you must have to manage your business in 
today’s Market!

There are accounting, inventory, CRM, and HR softwares. An enterprise software manages ALL of those aspects 
of your business, and more. It’s all encompassing, reduces human error, increases productivity and workflow, and 
if it’s the right software, it boosts revenue. If you’re not yet working with an enterprise software system company, 
now is the time to seek one out and make your business more stable and profitable.

To that end, I have been looking at the alternatives available to independent retail jewelers. There are a plethora 
of players out there. In fact, I found over seventy companies that claim their software provides these services. 
Some are very small, some offer limited solutions, and some are viable business partners. So, what do you do? 
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How to Find the Right ES System for Your Store

First, you should look for the most integrated offering available. You do not want to deal with multiple software providers 
and try to get them to work together. This will create more problems than it solves. Quite often, when one program gets an 
upgrade, it no longer communicates with your other software. Unless your mother-in-law is keeping your books on a paper 
ledger and you’re not willing to fire her, find a system that offers a total business operational solution.

After talking to a number of retail jewelers, I found that there are several must-have features that should be included in your 
enterprise software. If it does more, great. But this is the minimum. 

INVENTORY FEATURES

CRM FEATURES 

POINT OF SALE FEATURES 

• Perform a physical inventory 

• Track specific items

• Manage your purchase orders

• Create product tags that are customizable

• Change pricing for sale items or the entire inventory

• Change pricing based on the fluctuation of metal prices

• Use RFID technology

•  Import product images that link automatically to product numbers

• Allow you to create custom product data fields

• Track specific items

• Track memo goods 

• Separate them from the inventory you own 

• Track your inventory by your stock products and memo

• Show inventory levels by vendor

• Manage your aged inventory

• Import vendor inventory

• Track labor and parts for repair/custom products

• Offer templates that customize your stock entry process

• Help you plan your future buying strategy

• Allow you and your staff to set appointments with a reference calendar

• Show all customer information including birthdays and anniversaries

• Have integrated text messaging

• Let you notify a customer through email or text when a repair is complete or their product has arrived

• Manage loyalty and reward programs

• Create email lists of grouped customers

• Print customer labels for mailings and divide them into groups 

•  Track the performance of your sales force and 
manage their commissions

• Handle multiple payment methods 

• Track the type of transaction (sale, layaway, etc.) 

• Provide all aspects of a layaway sale 

• Read your barcodes

• Process trade-ins

• Offer e-mailable receipts

• Process job orders for custom, repair, and appraisals

• Track coupon reductions

• Verify customer data

•  Show all customer details including name, address, 
special events, and purchasing history (including 
dates, spend, and items)

• Manage customers wish list

• Issue gift cards 
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Through my discovery process, I learned that The Edge 
not only has a comprehensive solution, but has the largest 
number of retail jewelers using it. I gave them a call and had 
a nice conversation with Dick Abbott, the founder of the 
Abbott Jewelry System and maker of The Edge software. 
These are some excerpts from our conversation.

Dick can you give me an overview of your software? 
“The Edge is a system with an emphasis on producing 
statistics in those four vital areas of retail. That’s our real 
strength. That’s how we got a toehold on this business, 
by giving folks information where they can make sound 
business decisions.” 

How does The Edge manage inventory?
We manage inventories by categories and cost ranges of 
products in those categories. And, we can pinpoint where 
the activity originates. It’s been said that 80% of the volume 
comes from 20% of the product. And, we identify the 20% 
of the product that’s providing the sale. And so, you’re 
making more informed decisions when it comes to buying 
stuff just based on our management and techniques. 

Insight into an Enterprise Software

WHAT ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE IS AND 
WHAT IT CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS 

REPORT FEATURES OTHER ESSENTIAL FEATURES 

•  Print out reports such as annual, monthly, weekly,  
and daily sales

• Show all returns

• Show all funds being held on accounts

•  Differentiate sales by category and define what 
merchandise is selling and what is not 

• Identify which days and times are most and least active

• Apply the appropriate tax to sale items

• Identify which transactions are taxable and which are not

• Target your top customers for marketing

• Track staff attendance

• Allow you to export data in a variety of formats

• Manage multiple stores 

•  Integrate with credit card, warranty, and insurance 
services

•  Be capable of exporting data to an accounting 
software

•  Be capable of exporting product data and images to 
your website

•  Provide world-class instruction, operating service, and 
customer assistance 



We provide analytical data for the sales staff to let them know 
what products they’re selling, what price points they tend to 
be selling, if they’re discounting the product how much does 
that represent. We measure those results pretty clearly. The 
owner can have that information, have whatever discussions 
are necessary, and encourage their sales staff to get better.

Can you give me an example of how 
your clients are using the data your 
system provides to them?

We just produced a sale for our clients. We identified the top 
250 customers and sent an email to them. We followed that 
up with a personalized postcard. Then we identified the store’s 
top 100 customers. We then provided items they might have 
had on the wishlist. For $550, one of our stores reported that 
it was best, most productive sale they’d ever done in their 
store’s history. Another store reported $80,000 in three days, 
which was the duration of the sale. Another had $65,000. They 
couldn’t get over the impact that a few dollars can have when 
directed the right way. Those are the kind of things we do. 

Are there other attributes of  
your software that are unique to  
The Edge? 

That would include our partners, and the things we can do 
to help you make better decisions. You have the information 
available; now you need to take some action. What I’ve just 
described where we identified 250 top customers with no 
more than three mouse clicks. You can send postcards and 
emails to those people. What’s better than that? We’re able to 
execute things right out of the program. 

We can interface with websites, take data from The Edge and 
upload it right to our customers websites. Then, we can take 
sales and other transactions from the website and upload them 
seamlessly, so the website and the store are one and the same. 
There’s an enormous amount of potential for that. 

There’s our embedded email and text capability. You can send 
an email or text to a client with a link to the website. That 
person can see their significant other’s wishlist three days 
before the birthday or anniversary. The ability to take action 
and do it professionally is remarkable. 

Of course, we also have our warranties or Jewelry Care Plan. 
When an item is sold, the store can add a care plan to it. And 
that gives the customer peace of mind, it gives the store an 
additional revenue stream, and it ensures the customer is going 
to come back into the store. It creates a stickier customer and 
gives you the potential to sell more. 

Do you have a rewards program built 
into The Edge?

Absolutely. Our research says dollars resonate more than 
anything else, so we opted for that. A store is able to set up 
the rewards program and offer the customer 3% on every 
purchase. So if they buy a $1,000 item, they receive $30 of 
rewards back. But you can set that level anywhere you like–5% 
or 10%. You can also set it in tiers, based on customer purchase 
history. Whatever you wish.

And, it goes without saying that you have the ability to know 
who has rewards, how many rewards dollars they have, and 
can proactively work those customers.

Do you offer any kind of integrated 
credit card processing?

Yes. One of the most common errors that’s made when it comes 
to credit cards is that the person putting the value in misses the 
last number. There’s a convenience to our integration, handling 
everything in one concise pass. And then, all the education 
that we offer is free to the store, whether it’s in person at our 
Connecticut headquarters or via webinar. That’s a side benefit 
to our integrated credit card processing that’s worth thousands 
of dollars. 

I hope my discoveries and my interview with Dick have helped 
you better understand Enterprise Software and what it can 
do for you. My advice is to do your own homework, find a 
system that meets all of your needs, and make sure you have 
a connection with the company and the people you will be 
interacting with. This is a long-term proposition, so knowing 
that, they can and will give you the guidance and support you 
need to learn their software. It is essential. If you do everything 
right, it should be the last enterprise software you’ll ever need.
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Rick Arnemann 

Rick Arnemann is the CEO of Harmon, the 
full-service marketing and advertising agency 
he founded that works with every facet of 
the jewelry industry. Since opening Harmon 
30 years ago, he and his team have helped a 
variety of businesses in the gem and jewelry 
industry successfully market their brand and 
increase sales. When Rick’s not at his home base 
in Nashville, you can find him at industry shows, 
giving seminars on current marketing trends and 

presenting innovative solutions to solve marketing dilemmas. You can reach 
Rick at rick.arnemann@harmongrp.com







Phillip Gavriel
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KC Designs Launches New Collection, KCNY

New York based fine jewelry company KC Designs announces 
the launch of its latest collection, KCNY… A 14k gold and 
diamond collection proudly made in New York City. Located 
in the heart of the Diamond District, KC Designs is proud 
to highlight designs that are made locally supporting U.S. 
manufacturing. The collection consists of over 100 items 
including current trends such as talismans and celestial charms 
as well as everyday basics such as diamond crosses or a simple 
bezel set diamond on an adjustable 
chain. Also included in the collection are 
their popular diamond initial necklaces, 
great for any occasion or self-purchase.  
The collection can be viewed on the KC 
Designs website at www.kcdesignsnyc.
com or contact their office at 800-552-
3790 Ext 1 for more information.

Silver Promotion Service Launches Virtual Silver 
Pavillion 

Silver Promotion Service, an arm of the Silver Institute, 
announced the launch of its all-new Virtual Silver Pavillion on 
savorsilver.com. Members of the jewelry trade can browse the 
latest designs from leading silver brands and gain access to 
information and trends, all from the safety and comfort of their 
own desk. Inspired by recent consumer research identifying 
pent-up demand for jewelry, as well as robust purchase 
intention for silver jewelry specifically, this digital platform 
will showcase “must-have” new silver styles available for 
immediate purchase and shipping. 

The pandemic related cancellations of 2020 trade shows, 
coupled with the recent “Silver Linings” research confirming 

consumer purchase intention for silver jewelry, inspired Silver 
Promotion Service to create a digital platform for Savor Silver 
brands to showcase their newest designs to retailers and 
press. Buyers can stroll the look book to discover a wide array 
of silver jewelry styles for multiple purchase occasions from 
holiday, to bridal, to self-purchase. Recent MVI consumer 
research confirmed that 50% of the survey respondents who 
were planning to buy “just because” indicated that the jewelry 
they purchased would be silver. Now is the time for retailers 
to stock up on silver jewelry designs and get insights and 
information to capitalize on the confirmed pent-up demand. 
In addition, educational information will be offered, 
highlighting the latest professional tips on topics that range 
from merchandising to fashion trends. Virtual Silver Pavillion 
visitors can review the information at their leisure. 

Topics include: 

•  More on Merchandising – Make It Count : Discover ways to 
enhance the visual story being conveyed by store displays 
and the in-store environment/experience. 

•  The Silver Lining to Retail Sales : Identify the ideal target 
customer and explore optimal ways to attract those key 
consumers. 

•  I Do want to Build My Bridal Business : Learn to drive sales and 
increase margins with consumer research insights and silver 
jewelry options from engagement to the 25th Anniversary. 

•  Happy Hour : Sharing the latest information on Fall 2020 
trends and the role of silver in fashion, as well as jewelry 
wardrobe classics that deliver turn-key results. 

“The Silver Promotion Service is proud to launch the Virtual 
Silver Pavillion, offering retailers a safe way to explore the 
newest silver jewelry styles in time to merchandise their 
stores to meet the post-pandemic demand that our consumer 
research recently identified,” said SILVER PROMOTION 
SERVICE Director Michael Barlerin. 

Retail buyers, media and industry VIPs can access the Virtual 
Silver Pavillion by visiting www.savorsilver.com.

D-Master Soft Tip Tweezers from Gesswein

Ideal for picking up stones and other small items, all without 
scratching them due to the ESD (Electrostatic Discharge) safe, 
elastomer tips. These state of the art, light-weight tweezers are 
suitable for working with melee diamonds, tapered diamonds, 
diamonds, gemstones up to 3 carats, and small watch parts. 
These stainless-steel tweezers have polypropylene jaws and 
the medium point tips are manufactured from an ESD safe 
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elastomer material. Overall length is 125mm (5”) with an 
opening tip width of 10mm (0.40”). Should the tips wear down, 
they can be replaced quickly and easily. Made in Japan.

For more information contact Gesswein at 203-366-5400 or 
visit www.gesswein.com

Velvet Masks

Azazie has launched velvet masks to coincide with their array 
of beautiful velvet evening wear gowns! These masks are the 
perfect accessory this upcoming holiday season and look great 
with evening wear and luxurious fine jewelry. They also make 
for great stocking stuffers. Available now for just $2.50 each at 
www.Azazie.com!

First Impressions are Everything, Photographically 
Speaking

You only get one chance… to excite someone, engage them, 
entice them to want to see more. So why would you squander 
that chance? Why would you try to save a few bucks on inferior 
photography, when that might be the only chance you get to 
capture someone’s attention?

When you go on a first date, aren’t you going to take extra 
time making sure that you look like the best possible version of 
yourself? If you have an important meeting, aren’t you going 
to dress the part, and try to exude confidence, so that you 
have the best chance of closing the deal? Why should it be 
any different when it comes to promoting your jewelry brand.
 You should be spending extra time making sure that what 
you’re going to show the world represents its ideal visual. Then, 
and only then, can you confidently blast it out for the world to 
potentially, and hopefully, see. Because if your goal is to sell a 
beautiful piece of jewelry, then you should do everything you 
can to have the best chance of success… and that starts with 
the perfect photograph.

IGS Creative is a full-service creative agency based in Midtown 
NYC, that caters to the jewelry industry. Their state-of-the-art 
photography studio is constantly churning out beautiful, high-
quality jewelry photography and video, and they would like for 
all TRJ Retailers and Manufacturers to achieve the goals listed 
above. Therefore, they’d like to offer all TRJ readers a special 
15% off discount off of their standard pricing for all studio 
services during the month of October 2020. Retail stores, are 
encouraged to urge your partner brands and manufacturers 
to reach out on your behalf and take advantage of this special 
offer so that you both can achieve your goals of success.

To take advantage of this offer email brian@igsny.com or call 
me 212-255-4323 x308 and use the code THERETAILJEWELER.

Edenta CeraGloss™ Set

Gesswein offers CeraGloss™ wheels by Edenta. They are 
produced with a patented ceramic technology that gives 
outstanding polishing results without polishing pastes or 
compounds. The color-coded CeraGloss™ wheels, when used 
in successive order of Coarse/Green, Medium/Blue and Fine/
Yellow, will provide a high-polish, high-gloss finish that gives 
a brilliant and reflective appearance. CeraGloss™ wheels are 
ideal for working on stainless steel, steel, palladium, platinum, 
titanium, ceramic, and gemstones. 

The Coarse/Green wheel (145-1391) is a pre-polisher, ideal for 
smoothing down rough surfaces and light material removal. 
Then use the Medium/Blue wheel (145-1392) as a general 
finisher, ideal for scratch removal. You will obtain the final 
high-gloss mirror finish when you end by using the Yellow/Fine 
wheel (145-1393). These wheels are also sold in a convenient 
set of 3, one of each grade. Each CeraGloss™ wheels measure 
25mm X 2.5mm (1” X 0.10”) and are mounted on a 2.35mm 
(3/32”) shank. Overall length is 50mm (2”). Max RPM is 5,000. 
Made in Switzerland.
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Artistry, Ltd. New Products

Artistry is excited to announce the release of a new products 
catalog for 2020.

The 13-page supplement includes Artistry’s newest products 
in Precious Color, Semi-Precious Color, Diamond, Gold and 
Sterling Silver. The easy-to-use advertorial layout provides a 
quick and straight-forward way for customers to peruse the 
latest offerings. Priced to match Artistry’s 2020 catalog, the 
new products catalog can be used on the sales floor, as well.
“We are so pleased to be able to present our retailers with this 
new catalog supplement,” said Susan Klemt Williams, Artistry’s 
Vice President. “All of our new products for 2020 are the 
perfect addition to any wardrobe and hit the key price points 
that our retailers have indicated are selling the best.” 

To learn more about Artistry, Ltd. and gain access to their catalog 
and new supplement, please visit www.artistrylimited.com.

About Artistry:
Artistry was founded in 1982 by Laura Klemt. 38 years later, it 
continues to focus on the core principles that are responsible 
for the company’s success: excellence in design, careful 
attention to every detail of the product development and 
manufacturing process, a strong value proposition, accessible 
price points and a culture of true partnership with its retailers.

John Atencio Hires Ashley Brown 
to Head Wholesale Division

John Atencio announced the hiring of 
Ashley Brown, to head his Wholesale and 
New Business Development Division. She 
will be headquartered in Denver, Colorado. 

Brown has been in the jewelry industry since 1994, starting at her 
father’s advertising agency, Brown+Partners in Dallas, Texas. She 
first joined the John Atencio team in 2008 as a sales associate 

and then managed several of the John Atencio retail locations 
including Flatiron Crossing, Larimer Square and Clayton Lane. 
Ashley can be reached directly at abrown@johnatencio.com.

RDI Introduces Rare & Forever

exclusively graded by the technology of De Beers Group 
Industry Services. Discover the Diamond line that promises 
accuracy, consistency, and uncompromised integrity with each 
and every diamond. To learn more visit: www.rdidiamonds.
com/rare-and-forever or call 800-620-1333 to schedule your 
one-on-one consultation today!

Scholarships Available for GIA Education in 2021

Applications will be accepted through Oct. 15
GIA is offering $1 million in scholarships for aspiring gem 
and jewelry students and professionals looking to advance 
their careers with education from GIA in courses related to 
gemology and jewelry manufacturing arts offered through its 
campuses, distance education and lab classes. Applications 
will be accepted through Oct. 15 for all courses, programs and 
classes starting before December. 31, 2021. The scholarships 
are available for on-campus and distance education programs, 
and are open to U.S. and international prospective students. For 
details on eligibility, how to apply and required documents, visit 
GIA.edu/gem-education-scholarship-instruction-information.

GIA has awarded more than $14 million in scholarships since 
2010, helping more than 3,000 students study at GIA schools 
around the world and through distance education programs.
The scholarship application period was postponed from its 
original application period to allow GIA to assess how to 
effectively deliver programs and courses during the pandemic. 
For campus closures and updates related to COVID-19, please 
visit GIA.edu/campus-openings-coronavirus.

For press inquiries, please contact Nellie Barnett at nbarnett@
gia.edu or +1 760-603-4184.
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